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MAHA SANKALPAM SSC – 2018, CHITTOOR DISTRICT Sub : English Syllabus : Unit : 5 SET – II SPELL : III Time : 1 hr. Marks : 25 M READING COMPREHENSION : 1.Read the following passage and answer the questions. 3X1=3 “ So, I asked the foresters to come and teach them,...........”. ( Environment) a) Who do ' I ' refer to ? b) Who do ‘ them ' refer to ? c) What did she ask the foresters to teach ? II. Read the following and answer the questions. 2X1=2 Here in the Centre, four directions gather The path ahead leads up or down Is this our last bright new world birthing? Is this our waving as we drown? ( Or Will the Dreamer Wake ) a) Where do the four directions gather ? b) What are the species mentioned in the poem ? III. Read the following passage and answer the questions.



3X 1=3



Natasha caught me up as we boarded the bus marked MASCOW. “ Thanks for coming with me “, She said. “ I wanted to see the graves and the houses again before I die”. ( Vorobyov village, Ukraine ) a) In which bus did they board ? b) Why did Natasha thank the narrator ? c) What was the desire of Natasha ? IV. Read the following passage and answer the questions. Some have fallen down and rolled .



2X1=2



( Koko village , Nigeria )



a) What are those ' some '? b) What do those ' some ' contain ? CREATIVE EXPRESSION : V. On January 25th, National Voters Day was celebrated in your school. Your Mandal Tahasildar was the chief guest.He told you the significance of the day. Various competitions were held and prizes were given by the guest. Now ,Write a letter to your friend about the National Voters Day Programme held in your school. 5M



GRAMMAR : VIII. Edit the following passage correcting the underlined parts. 2½M It was dark. Thick black clouds covers the evening sky. The thunder roared or the strong wind shake the branches and leaved of the trees on the forest. Pit....Pat.... Pit , drops of rain fall. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. VII. NHK Radio asked Wangari Mathai,“What is the one thing we can do?” (Change into Reported Speech ) 1M VIII. Your sister spends money lavishly. Advise her not to do so. 1M IX. Your friend rides bikes fast. What do you say ? ½M a) Time is precious. ( ) b ) Best of luck. ( ) c ) Life is precious. ( ) d ) Time is precious but Life is more precious.( ) VOCABULARY : X. Fill in the blanks with the right form of the words given in the brackets. 2 M Some wars are fought because the ............(a)( environmental /environment) is so degraded that it is not able to support.......(b)(communities/ community) and so , they...........(c)( fights/fight) over the little that is left. We lost our local ..............(d)( biological/ biology) diversity. So that’s a lot of damage to our environment. XI. Complete the words with correct suffixes given in the brackets.



1M



When I started this camp..........( ain / aign) to restore the vegetation and to restore the land and to rehabil.........( tate / tait) the foresters. XII. Arrange the following words under the correct headings. 2M. Development , possibility , rehabilitate , illiterate , restoration , equitably , Impossible , discontent. Prefixes Suffixes 1. 1. 2. 2. 3. 3. 4. 4.
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VIII. Edit the following passage correcting the underlined parts. 2 1â�„2 M. It was dark. Thick black clouds covers the evening sky. The thunder roared. or the strong wind shake the branches and leaved of the trees on the forest. Pit....Pat.... Pit ,
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went to his mother crying and told her that he wanted to kill himself. The mother of Nick. consoled and encouraged him. Now write a possible conversation ...
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2) Versatile [ ] b) One who abstains from taking alcohol. c)One who possesses many talents. @@@@@@@. Page 2 of 2. english spell 2.pdf. english spell 2.pdf.
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went to his mother crying and told her that he wanted to kill himself. ... Mrs.Jordan sails into the room and solemnly (d) goes straight to ... english spell 1.pdf.
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Page 2 of 345. 2. Aclamado como "impossÃvel de largar," a sÃ©rie. Hex Hall tem crÃticos e adolescentes na torcida. Com uma combinaÃ§Ã£o vencedora de romance,. aÃ§Ã£o, magia e humor, este terceiro volume vai. deixar os leitores encantados. Assim qua
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Why is it that there are very few women players in our orchestras ? If one. could reply flatly - sex discrimination: they don't want women in orchestras. - that would be a definite answer. But one can't say that. As a matter of fact. there are, if no
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Explain about nlx method ? 8. Is Lanthanoids elements strarts from 90Th to 103Lr ?if no write the correct answer. 9. How is Hcl molecule formed? 10. What are the characteristics of Electro magnetic waves ? III.Answer all Questions, Each Question carr
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Code No: RR10302. Set No. 3. I B.Tech Semester Supplimentary Examinations, June 2009 · ENGINEERING ... belt is not to exceed 1.75N/mm2 · Determine:.
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Oct 6, 2008 - Suppose the period-t utility function, ut, is ut = lnct + b(1 âˆ’ lt)1âˆ’Î³/(1 âˆ’ Î³), b > 0, ... What is the inter-temporal elasticity of substitution of leisure.
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2. a) Explain electropositive and electronegative elements on the basis of Periodic · table. b) With regard to electron configuration, what do all elements in Group ...
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church. (Every success story is also a story of Great Failures). Now answer the following questions 2x1: 2M. a) who is the speaker? b) What was walt Disney? 9.
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Write difference between Mastication and Rumination. 8. Write Peristalsis function in large intestine. 9. Why should we follow the slogan â€œPlant a new one before cutting down a treeâ€�. SECTION-III. III. Answer the following questions with internal
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a) Ulcer Bicker peity Babel 2Ã—1/2=1 mark. b) Daft amateur Ketle Lurch. Ans. a)______ b)______. VIII. Look at the sets of words given below. In each set, the ...
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Page 2 of 13. Warm Up #20 10/16. Describe each of the characters from Antigone. using one piece of figurative language. 1. Antigone. 2. Creon. 3. Ismene. 4. Haemon. 5. Eurydice. 6. Sentry. 7. Chorus/Choragus. Figurative Language : Similes. Metaphors.
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5. Eurydice. 6. Sentry. 7. Chorus/Choragus. Figurative Language : Similes. Metaphors. Hyperbole. Onomatopoeia. Alliteration. Idiom (Aphorism). Page 2 of 13 ...
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Modern America: Radical Labor Movement. Radical Labor in the Age of Reform, 1877-1920. Bruce Laurie, Professor of History, UMass Amherst. Developed ...
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